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Abstract
Free energy is arguably the most important function(al) for understanding of molecular
systems. A number of rigorous and approximate methods, and numerous scoring functions
for free energy calculation/estimation have been developed over a few decades. However, the
continuity of an macrostate (or path) in configurational space has not been well articulated. In
this perspective, we discuss the relevance of configurational space continuity in development
of more efficient and reliable next generation free energy methodologies.
Introduction
Despite the fact that we live in a three dimensional world, our intuitive comfortable zone is, un-
fortunately, limited to one dimension. We may figure out objects and properties in two and three
dimensions quite well with some training and aid of visualization tools, which becomes difficult
beyond three dimensions. In carrying out computational analysis of physical systems, continuity is
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a highly important property. There are two aspects of continuity, namely that of a given function it-
self and that of the domain of a given function, and we focus on the later in this perspective. In one
dimension, continuity of the domain of a function is trivial as a line segment is always continuous
as long as it is represented by a continuous numerical range [x1,x2] (Fig. 1a). For a function defined
on a two dimensional surface or multidimensional hyper-surface, continuity of domain of function
is not a big issue when variables on different dimensions are independent, a two dimensional ex-
ample was given with x in the range [x1,x2] and y in the range [y1,y2] (Fig. 1b, the grey rectangular
shadow indicates specified domain of a given function f (x,y)). However, for a functional defined
on correlated variables, specifying range of respective degrees of freedom (DOFs) is no longer
sufficient for defining domain of function as illustrated by Fig. 1c, with grey-shadowed domain
of function being a different region from the rectangle specified by ranges of x and y, and under-
standing correlations between (among) involved variables (e.g. x and y here) becomes a necessity.
More importantly, continuity of domain of function may start to be a concern as illustrated by the
quasi-continuous scenario in Fig. 1d and discrete regions in Fig. 1e. With increasing number of
dimensions for a hyper-surface, complexity of topology for effective domain of a functional may
rapidly become intractable. It is noted that for a multi-dimensional hyper-surface, fixing values of
selected DOFs facing the similar problem. For example, one may simply imagine there is a third
dimension in Fig. 1d and Fig. 1e with corresponding variable fixed. This is an important aspect of
the curse of dimensionality for free energy calculation, and we attempt to bring it to the attention
of the community.
Free energy for a macrostate M specified by m out of n (1≤m≤ n) degrees of freedom (DOFs)
of a molecular system is a functional:
FM = F([r1], [r2], · · · , [rm]) (1)
here we use square brackets to indicate that each of selected DOF may have a fixed value or vary
within given range(s). It is noted that when all DOFs of a molecular system are fixed, we have a
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well-defined microstate and only energy matters in such cases since entropy for a given microstate
is zero. While we may symbolically specify a macrostate with value or range of selected DOF, it is
important to note that thermally accessible range of any given DOF is determined by values of all
molecular DOFs that interact with it. With no further information, we may safely write that each
DOF interacts with all other DOFs as the following:
[ri] = Ri(r1,r2, · · · ,ri−1,ri+1, · · · ,rn),(i = 1,2, · · · ,m) (2)
When one takes it for granted that a macrostate specified by fixed values and ranges of selected
DOFs is continuous in configurational space, it is implied that all possible combinations of values
within specified range of DOFs are practically thermally accessible, which is not necessarily true.
Therefore, it is immediately clear that to ensure understanding continuity of an given region spec-
ified by ranges or fixed values of one or more DOFs in such a hyper-surface is a very challenging
task, which implicates understanding of the joint distribution P(r1,r2, · · · ,rn) (i.e. the local free
energy landscape(FEL)) in given patch(es) of the configurational space. The joint distribution(s)
are part of goals rather than start point of our research on any molecular systems. To calculate free
energy difference in a straight forward way, we first need to clearly define both end macrostates
and therefore are in a dilemma of needing part of what we are looking for (correlations of the un-
derlying variables within each of two end macrostates, which is essentially the excess (non-ideal
gas) entropy). When both end macrostates are relatively easy to sample by brute force molecular
dynamics (MD) or Monte Carlo (MC) simulations, various forms of principal component analy-
sis (PCA) of trajectories can be effectively utilized to generate information on both free energy
difference and corresponding domain in configurational space.1–3 Unfortunately, many large scale
conformational change of proteins and protein complexes occur on milli-second or longer time
scales, which is expected to remain difficult to achieve on a routine basis in the near future. There-
fore, more involved free energy methods are necessary.
Historically, free energy calculation has been mainly carried out for two relatively well defined
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end macrostates with representative structural states for both end macrostates being available from
high resolution experimental methods (e.g. X-ray diffraction).4,5 Nonetheless, since no informa-
tion of relevant DOF correlations are available, we are limited to specifying end macrostates with
ranges or fixed values of selected DOFs, and complications may occur. Apparently, thermally
accessible domain in configurational space for free energy of a complex molecular system may
potentially be much more complex than what illustrated in Fig. 1. However, for convenience of
illustration, we still utilize these simple scenarios in two dimensions as examples. A well behaved
continuous macrostate is shown in Fig. 1c, where specifying range of two dimensions is sufficient
to define an easy-to-sample physical macrostate of corresponding system. In the quasi-continuous
scenario in Fig. 1d, one or more well-behaved substates in the specified subspace may be of practi-
cal relevance for a complex molecular system, and both situations present difficulty for free energy
calculation. The discrete scenario in Fig. 1e seems to contradict our widely utilized ergodic as-
sumption, it is actually of great relevance for biomolecular systems. One typical type of examples
are ligands that bind to a target protein in multiple independent and mutually non-transformable
modes.6,7 More specifically, such ligands have to disassociate from its target protein before adopt
an alternative pose of binding. We discuss specific issues of present mainstream free energy meth-
ods for the quasi-continuous and discrete scenarios in more details below.
Macrostate (or path) continuity for theoretically rigorous method-
ologies
Thermodynamic integration (TI)8,9 is a well-established methodology for calculation of free en-
ergy difference between two end macrostates of a given molecular system. Two fundamental prin-
ciples underly this type of methods. The first is that change of free energy between two macrostates
may be expressed as integration of the ensemble averaged energy over a path connecting them. The
second is that free energy is a state function and the resulting integral is in principle not dependent
upon specific path one choose, therefore one may choose unphysical integration paths based on
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operational convenience. In reality, despite this freedom of choosing integration path, one has to
face the fact that the path is on a high dimensional hyper space, assure continuity and sufficient
smoothness for reducing integration error, is fundamentally difficult (see Fig. 3). Alchemical
transformation is widely utilized in thermodynamic integration due to its operational convenience,
one importance issue is the well-understood “end point catastrophe”, the singularity is caused es-
sentially by insertion of a new correlated dimension in the original hyper-surface. This issue has
been successfully addressed by utilization of soft core potentials.10 Another major challenge of TI
is potential existence of slower DOFs in addition to selected integration path, which may cause
convergence difficulty for the calculation if insufficient sampling of such DOFs changes statisti-
cally significant configurational subspace of either or both end states. One accompanying problem
is that insufficient sampling of such slower DOFs (with dynamics significantly slower than that of
integration path) may also influence continuity of both end macrostates in unpredictable way.
TI formulations, by utilizing one specific single integration path, require that both end macrostates
are continuously-defined region on the relevant high dimensional free energy landscapes. Appar-
ently, when one of the end macrostate specified by fixed values or ranges of various DOFs are
quasi-continuous or discrete as shown in Fig. 1de, TI is problematic and may fail in different
ways: i) all quasi-continuous ( or discrete ) regions are functionally important but only one is
sampled, resulting in underestimation of statistical weight; ii) the sampled region is different from
functionally relevant region but fall in the same “box” as specified by the range of relevant DOFs,
both underestimation and overestimation of statistical weight for this end macrostate is possible. In
the case that one or both end macrostates are comprising quasi-continuous or discrete substates, the
difficulty of ensuring path continuity increases, especially near such end macrostates. In histogram
based methods, such as various forms of umbrella sampling or weighted histogram analysis, a re-
action coordinate is selected to connect the start and final macrostates, both of which are specified
by ranges or values of selected molecular DOFs. Therefore, as in the case of TI, it is necessary
to be careful that proper physical states are sampled in trajectories to ensure correct calculation of
free energy differences.
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In yet another path-based rigorous free energy calculation method, namely non-equilibrium
work (NEW) based analysis.11–13 Situations change slightly. Since in this method, numerous
paths are generated to realize non-equilibrium transitions between the two end macrostates, the
absolute continuity is no-longer required for the final macrostate, as sampling of discrete regions
in the final macrostate is realizable, at least in theory, when sufficient number of non-equilibrium
paths are sampled. However, when trajectories are utilized to sampling the start macrostate, an
quasi-continuous or discrete scenario present apparent challenge for sampling. The fundamental
difference between integration path in TI and transition paths in NEW is that the former may be
any unphysical ones that are convenient for calculation, while the later are physical paths since
actual work done along which are exponentially averaged to estimate change of free energy as
shown below:11
exp(−βW ) = exp(−β∆F) (3)
When the final macrostate has quasi-continuous or discrete substates, relative dynamical acces-
sibility of various substates determines difficulty of convergence for calculated free energy dif-
ference. When dynamical accessibility of multiple substates are proportional to their respective
statistical weights, convergence may be achieved with relative ease. On the contrary, when heavier
substates is more difficult to access dynamically, convergence of NEW methods will deteriorate
and significantly more transition processes between two end macrostates need to be recorded.
Free energy perturbation method (FEP)14–16 was originally proposed as an end point method
with no need of designing reaction coordinate (or integration pathway). Reliable calculation of
free energy difference by FEP requires sufficient overlapping of statistically significant region of
configurational space between two end macrostates. When one or both macrostates exhibit quasi-
continuous or discrete domain in configurational space, overlapping between two end macrostates
is apparently more difficult to achieve when compared with situations that both end macrostates
have well-behaved continuity as illustrated in Fig. 1c. When one or both end macrostate(s) exist as
discrete or quasi-continuous regions in FEL with a priori unknown correlation of relevant DOFs,
multistage FEP,17 which is designed to alleviate insufficient overlapping of statistically significant
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configurational space of end macrostates via utilization of an effective order parameter, face similar
challenges as TI and histogram based methodologies do.
Hypothetical scanning molecular dynamics (Monte Carlo) (HSMD/MC)18–22 is a recent rig-
orous end point free energy method based on reconstruction of transition probability to specific
configurations generated from regular MD or MC sampling. As reconstruction process is limited
to very small configurational space volume in practice, the caveat of including irrelevant region is
not a big issue in this case. The potential problem would be from the sufficiency of sampling pro-
vided by the starting molecular configurations, which may neglect some discrete or quasi-discrete
substates that are of relevance in our interested molecular processes, or alternatively include some
discrete or quasi-continuous substates that are essentially irrelevant. Both ways lead to unreliable
results.
These rigorous methods usually are utilized to calculate free energy change between end
macrostates that are quite well defined structurally (i.e. with structures of both end macrostates
available), with the goal of providing atomistic explanations for experimental observations. In
these situations, while there is possibility of a functionally relevant state comprising a limited
number of quasi-continuous or discrete regions in configurational space, functional robustness
and evolution pressure excludes possibility of existence of a large number of statistically signifi-
cant quasi-continuous or discrete regions. Nonetheless, when starting with structures of both end
macrostates, no correlation information is available and care has to be taken for possible config-
urational discontinuity. Historically, while continuity of macrostate has not been articulated, a
number of dimensionality reduction methods have been developed to find the genuine reaction
path between interested macrostates. As a matter of fact, these methodologies may be utilized to
detect potential continuity problem of any give macrostate, albeit with high computational costs.
For example, a posterio principal component analysis (PCA) of configurational space visited by
sampling trajectories in the vicinity of experimental structures, while unable to reveal possible
unvisited statistically significant quasi-continuous or discrete regions, should at least disclose the
topology and continuity of the visited configurational subspace. One may also using metadynamics
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approach to probe the free energy landscape of the interested molecular systems in the vicinity of
both end macrostates to provide guidance for selecting proper rigorous free energy methodology.
The most challenging part of metadynamics is to select proper collective variables (CVs), which
should be the most critical slow DOFs in molecular systems. A number of strategies are available
to facilitate definition of CVs. Nonetheless, defining proper CVs is a system specific task and
remains to be a major challenge to be tackled.
Macrostate continuity and major approximate methodologies
Due to the prohibitive computational cost, the above mentioned rigorous methods are not practical
for high throughput predictive calculation of free energies as in the case of protein folding, de-
sign, docking and virtual screening. A number of computationally more economical methods23–25
and numerous scoring functions26,27 have been developed over last few decades. We discuss the
relevance of configurational space continuity for them below.
In linear interaction energy (LIE) model,23 change of free energy upon the binding of a ligand
(L) to its target protein (P) is estimated by simulating the free ligand in solution and the protein-
ligand complex (PL) with the following equation:
∆G = β (〈EL−Sele 〉PL−〈EL−Sele 〉L)+α(〈EL−SvdW 〉PL−〈EL−SvdW 〉L) (4)
with EL−Sele and E
L−S
v dW being the electrostatic and van der Waals interaction energies between the
ligand and it environment (S, including protein and solution), angle brackets indicating ensemble
average, and α and β are two empirical parameters. For a rather rigid protein-ligand binding,
where both free and bound state are likely to be well behaved and continuous in configurational
space as illustrated in Fig. 1c, the approximation would be good given proper parameters α and β .
However, when significant flexibility exist for ligand and/or its target, either free and bound state
may have more than one quasi-continuous or discrete substates as illustrated in Fig. 1d or Fig. 1e,
one set of parameter is likely to fail on some of such substates and reliability of the approximation
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starts to deteriorate.
The linear response approximation (LRA)28 is quite similar to LIE. The practical difference
between them is that non-electrostatic contribution for the former is evaluated with protein dipoles
langevin dipoles (PDLD) method (or its semi-microscopic version, the PDLD/s method)29 while
for the later is approximated by averaging van der Waals interactions. Nonetheless, both treat-
ments assume that end macrostates are well-defined free energy wells as illustrated by Fig. 1c. The
restraint-release method,29 which decomposes conformational change into three contributions, en-
ergy difference between two representative (central) structures of the start and final conformation,
entropic contribution from local motion around the central structure in start conformation, and en-
tropic contribution from local motion around the central structure in the final conformation, implies
the same assumption. One may imagine that it would be highly nontrivial, if ever possible, to pick
a “representative (central)” structure for quasi-continuous or discrete scenarios.
In MM/P(G)BSA,24 free energy of protein-ligand (in a general sense) binding is expressed as:
∆G = G(PL)−G(P)−G(L) (5)
G = 〈Eint +Eele+EvdW +Gsolv+Gnp−T SMM〉 (6)
the three first terms in equation (??) are the molecular mechanical (MM) internal, electrostatics and
van der Waals energies, Gsolv and Gnp are polar and non-polar solvation free energies respectively.
SMM is the configurational entropy estimated with normal modeor quasiharmonic analysis. Again,
the validity of this equation implies that both end macrostates are well-behaved as illustrated in
Fig. 1c. Apparently, both normal mode and quasiharmonic analysis are insufficient methods for
entropy estimation when a macrostate have quasi-continuous or discrete substates, estimation of
solvation terms become significantly more challenging for these scenarios as well.
Flexibility and rugged FEL is essentially a ubiquitous property and widely acknowledged chal-
lenge in computational analysis of protein molecular systems.5,30 Entropic effects of ligands are
also demonstrated to be important.31 Therefore, the implicit assumption by these approximate
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methods that concerned end macrostates have well-behaved continuity in configurational space is
not necessarily true, especially for important and/or interesting molecular systems that we have
very limited understanding and therefore have strong desire to predict their behavior. In high
throughput predictive studies, we usually seek to locate statistically significant configurational
subspace by some predesigned procedures. In contrast to application of rigorous methods in com-
paring macrostates which are already established to be statistically significant, scanning of configu-
rational space faces much greater challenge of continuity. Since we know very little on time scales
and correlations of relevant moelcular DOFs, we may well specify “a” macrostate that is physically
comprising many quasi-continuous or even discrete regions in configurational space, estimation of
collective statistical weight of which would be highly unreliable when utilizing approximate meth-
ods that require well-defined continuous end macrostates. In a recent analysis on the utility of
various minimum potential terms (minimum protein self energy, minimum protein-solvent inter-
action energy and their sum) as approximate free energy proxy, correlation of these terms with
population based free energy differences deteriorate dramatically when macrostates were defined
by projection onto fast torsional DOFs, which essentially correspond to defining many discrete
fragments in configurational space as a collective macrostate. Methods that are based on the as-
sumption of well defined continuous macrostates in configurational space will lose their prediction
power in such situation.
As discussed above, the effort of free energy calculation has been predominantly focusing on,
understandably, the difference between two end macrostates or paths connecting them when using
path-based methods. Nonetheless, configurational space continuity within each end macrostate is
just as important in terms of reliability of calculation/estimation. When one takes configurational
space continuity of “a” macrostate specified by ranges or values of selected DOFs for granted,
unexpected errors caused by quasi-continous or discrete configurational substates may severely
reduce reliability of calculation.
The most widely utilized free energy methods in high throughput applications (e.g. virtual
screening) are various forms of scoring functions, parameters for which are derived based upon
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presently available structures and/or affinity data. Regardless of specific type, scoring functions
usually evaluate, compare and search for the best “pose” of molecular interactions. Let’s assume
that a given scoring function is sufficiently accurate, the precondition of finding the best “pose”
is to have it in a limited list of “poses” to be evaluated. Preparing such a list is an extremely
challenging global sampling problem in the configurational space. The key issue here is that we
have no idea which specific region(s) of configurational space is represented by a given “pose”,
which is essentially a point (or a microscopic patch) in a gigantic multidimensional configura-
tional hyper-surface. Consequently, hierarchical structure of FEL for complex molecular systems
(e.g. a protein-ligand interaction system) may not be effectively utilized to accelerate the searching
process. Therefore, the capability to measure the statistical weight of an arbitrarily given config-
urational subspace ( regardless of its actual physical continuity ) is highly desired, a schematic
representation of hierarchical configurational space partition is presented in Fig. ??. Achieving
this goal makes guaranteed sampling of the global configurational space possible through proper
partitions into subspaces. ????
Calculation of free energy difference by direct configurational
space discretization
We recently developed an end point free energy method based on direct discretization of configura-
tional space into explicit conformers.32 More specifically, one first need to define a set of Explicit
Conformers with Invariable Statistical Weight Distribution (ECISWD) across the whole configu-
rational space for the interested molecular system, and free energy difference between two end
macrostates may be obtained simply by counting thermally accessible such conformers as shown
in the following equation:
∆FAB =−kBT ln
NAcon f
NBcon f
(7)
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with kB being the Boltzmann constant, T being the temperature, and N
A(B)
con f being the number of
ECISWD in the two end macrostates A and B respectively. By combining sequential Monte Carlo
(SMC) and importance sampling,33,34 counting of conformers may be achieved highly efficiently.
In this methodology, continuity of configurational space is not an implied assumption for end
macrostates to be compared. However, in importance sampling, each replica apparently may only
represent one specific discrete region when many exist. Therefore, while physical continuity is not
implied, increase of the number of discrete or quasi-discrete regions in one specified “macrostate”
might present challenges and requires larger number of replica for sampling. This is not necessarily
the case as when indeed many discrete regions were included in an artificial macrostate, sampling
only part of them may provide us with sufficient accuracy already. More investigations are there-
fore necessary in this regard. While not limited by configurational space continuity assumption,
configurational space discretization based free energy method inherently does not ensure continu-
ity for the identified configurational subspace that is the most statistically significant, and one or
multiple conformations may be included. Again, metadynamics approach may be utilized to probe
the details of FEL within “a” statistically significant region, which may physically correspond to
one or a number of quasi-continuous or discrete regions. Development of more efficient methods
for identifying possible configurational space (quasi-)discontinuity in “a” specified “macrostate”
is highly desired for more effective utility of all present free energy methodologies.
Conclusions
Free energy calculation/estimation is of long-standing interest in computational chemistry, molec-
ular biophysics and biology. There have been numerous excellent original articles, reviews and
books on this subject and we apologize for not being able to citing them all here. Readers are
encouraged to read more extensively for details of each type of methods. In this perspective, we
limited our discussions to challenges of configurational space continuity facing the free energy
calculation community. While simple low dimensional schematics were utilized for explanation,
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real high dimensional molecular systems present similar but conceivably much more complex sce-
narios.
We illustrate that either explicit consideration for detecting configurational space continuity
problem or development of new methods that do not require configurational space continuity of end
macrostates ( and/or pathway continuity ) need to be addressed in theoretical and computational
advancement of free energy analysis.
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of continuity for domain of simple functions and functionals.
a) a domain defined by [x1,x2] on one dimension, b) a domain defined by [x1,x2] and [y1,y2] in two
dimensions with x and y being independent, c) a continuous domain defined by [x1,x2] and [y1,y2]
in two dimensions with x and y being correlated, d) a quasi-continuous domain defined by [x1,x2]
and [y1,y2] in two dimensions with x and y being correlated, e) two discrete domains defined by
[x1,x2] and [y1,y2] in two dimensions with x and y being correlated.
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of path continuity in three dimensions. This path is discontin-
uous in three dimensional space but have a continuous project in one of the plane (x,y)
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a)                                               b)                                            c)
Figure 3: Schematic representation of a searching process for the most statistically significant
macrostate(s). The rectangle represents the full configurational space of a given molecular system,
large dark dots represent the lowest free energy state(s), the small grey dots represent other poses
to be examined, it is important to note that size of these dots and the rectangle are not to the
proportion. As a matter of fact, the configurational space, the size of which grows exponentially
with number of DOFs and is huge for typical biomolecular systems, was intentionally given an
extremely small size for the convenience of representation. a) “pose” strategy where many poses
were examined and the one with lowest free energy (as indicated by the selected scoring function)
is deemed as the answer, the precondition of finding the right answer is that the answer is already
in the list of poses to be evaluated. b) A hierarchical strategy to locate for the statistically most
significant configurational subspace. On each hierarchy, the most significant subspace is given
a darker background that other subspaces, there are four hierarchies in this particular case. c) A
configurational space with two statistically most significant states were searched with a hierarchical
strategy.
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